
A brief about the participating projects and fellows of Rawi 2021:  

 

- “Let Sleeping Dogs Lie” by Amr Abed (Egypt) 

Six days before a drug dealer loses his chance to immigrate to America, he is instructed by his chief to 
train a young man to replace him in the drug trade, only to find out that this young man is part of a past 
that he had been trying to escape. 
 

Amr Abed is an Egyptian actor and filmmaker. He played the leading role in the film “Leisure Time”. Then 
he acted in several films (“Aelat Miki”, “Rags and Tatters”, “When We Are Born”) and various television 
series (“Abwab El Khouf”, “Dahsha”, “Ism Mo’aqat”). In the last few years, Sayed shifted his focus to 
filmmaking, and participated in several writing and directing workshops, which resulted in his first short 
seven-minute film “Hannan” in 2016, then “Beyond My Comfort Zone” (20 minutes), and the recent one 
“The Ditch” (22 minutes). He is also working on his first feature film “Let Sleeping Dogs Lie”, aside from 
continuing to act. 
 

- “Road 250” by Haya Alghanim (Kuwait) 
Dima, the independent yet sheltered teenage daughter of a diplomat, moves back to her homeland, 

Kuwait, where she is put to a test of survival by her society. 

Haya Alghanim is a screenwriter, director and producer. Her most recent short documentary, “An Evening 

with Laila”, premiered at the Malmo Arab Film Festival. Her short narrative “Same, Old” premiered at 

HBO’s Urbanworld Film Festival in New York. Her short documentary “By the Medina, For the Medina” 

won the Best Documentary in the short film category at the first Kuwait Film Festival, while the same short 

film along with her short documentary “Freaky” are distributed by New York University for educational 

use. She is developing her first narrative feature “Road 250”. She recently received her MFA in Film from 

Columbia University and holds a BA from The New School. 

- “Shameem” by Karim  Rahbani (Lebanon) 

When Shameem leaves Bangladesh to work at a dry-cleaning company in Lebanon, he finds out that the 

work conditions fall far short of what he was promised. Feeling increasingly desperate, he hatches a 

dangerous plan to turn his life around.  

Karim Rahbani is a Lebanese born award-winning filmmaker. He is part of the third generation of the 
iconic Rahbani family. His first two short films - “With Thy Spirit” and “Cargo” - have received attention 
from numerous festivals and garnered over 30 awards collectively. In 2020, he was selected to write and 
direct a short film as part of the Emmy-nominated series “Beirut 6:07” following the tragic blast on August 
04, 2020, that decimated the city. Karim is currently developing his first feature film “Shameem”.  
 
 

- “Son of the Alien” by Assaf Al Rousan (Jordan) 

In north Jordan in the 80s, a war photographer wishes to settle in the family village and raise her son in 

peace. But when a car hits her husband, she finds herself part of a conflict rooted 30 years ago involving 

her husband's family, the villagers and the authorities, in a way that could threaten her son's safety. 

 

Assaf Al Rousan is a marketer and storyteller. He holds a master's degree in Business Administration. Al-

Rousan wrote his first short story in 2001. And won his first prize for short stories writing in 2007. In 2018, 



he directed his first short film “100 Years of Freeze” which was well received and premiered in Tunisia at 

the RIFAC Film Award, then participated in festivals in Africa, Asia, North America winning several awards. 

In 2019, Assaf participated in a few productions, the latest was acting a two-scene role in the feature film 

“Amira” which has been submitted for consideration to represent Jordan at the 2022 Academy Awards.  

 

- “The 100 Hours Trip” by Hadeel Lawi (Jordan)  

Two travelers on a trip discover a side they never knew to their countries, divided to zones by war where 

days and time differ in a surreal atmosphere. Lost in it, they connect to their inner selves away from the 

persecution of their isolated artificial home Zone.  

Hadeel Lawi holds a bachelor’s degree with Honors in Art in Digital Filmmaking from the United Kingdom, 

and a diploma in Multimedia Media studies. Lawi created and wrote two social media commercials with 

over two million views. She worked as director's assistant for an international director and took on the 

role of first AD advertisements/corporate commercials and DocuSeries. She was involved in several short 

films development as a script note provider and worked as a video editor and a second AD for several 

international & local productions. 

- “To Him We Return” by Ahmad and Rana Alyaseer (Jordan)   
After the death of his father, Ahmad has to come back to his hometown to take responsibility of the 

funeral house costs and deal with a family that he has been running away from for so long. 

Ahmad Alyaseer is a director, producer, and writer, graduated with first class honors in filmmaking from 

Middlesex University. His first feature film “When Time Becomes a Woman” (2012) was screened at 

various film festivals including the longest running Sci-Fi film festival: Boston Sci-Fi Film Festival. It also 

won awards from Montevideo Fantastico Film Festival – Uruguay, Arab Film Festival of Rotterdam and 

others. He is currently working on his feature “To Him We Return”, and short “Our Males and Our 

Females”. His TV series are “Weapon without Murder” (2020), and “This is Earth” (2020). Al-Yaseer 

created the Pan-Arab comedy “Click” (2018) along with his sister Rana for VIU platform. And directed the 

Emmy Award nominated kids show “Ahlan Simsim”. And he directed various TV commercials. 

Rana Alyaseer is a screenwriter and author. Her first writing credit is an experimental feature film titled 

“When Time Becomes a Woman” (2012). Together with Ahmad, she is working as a writer on her debut 

feature “To Him We Return”. She wrote the short film “Our Males and Our Females “. Rana has three 

published novels along with her brother, the first one titled “My Trip to Adele” (2016). Their second novel 

“Lasto Qedesa” - I’m not a Saint (2018). They just released their third novel, a thriller titled “Between 

Wuhun and Finland” - A Cold Sun (2021). 

- “The Return of the Jerboas” by Jihane Amira Khelfallah (Algeria) 
2000, forty years after the explosion of the nuclear bomb Gerboise Bleue in the Sahara, Hakim a young 
doctor lands in a village inhabited by blind and sick people. 
 
Jihane Amira Khelfallah was born and raised in Algeria. Graduate in cellular and molecular biology, it is 

nevertheless towards writing that she's turning. Based in Morocco since 2007, she is also a journalist 

specializing in culture. After two short films, she is writing and developing her first feature narrative film 

"The Return of the Jerboas", themed around the question of nuclear tests in the Sahara during the 60's 

and their damage. 



- “The Wind Above the Clouds” by Farah Abou Kharroub (Lebanon) 
Khaled, a good-hearted young Palestinian refugee boy who is cursed by his imagination, defies all odds so 
he could reunite with his Syrian refugee girlfriend that he fell in love with, in Lebanon. 
 
Farah Abou Kharroub holds a BA in Filmmaking from the Lebanese University in Beirut. She started her 

career by directing and producing TV shows for MBC TV. Her photographic work centers on documenting 

Palestinian stories and has been featured in Austria and Germany. She is currently pursuing her MFA 

degree in film directing from FAMU International in Prague and developing her first feature film “The 

Wind Above the Clouds”. Her past films, which were selected in various festivals, are “Nafas” (2014), 

“Florentina” (2015), “Summer 2006” (2018), “The Seven Villages” (2020), and “News from Lebanon’ 

(2021). 

 

 


